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About This Game

Starving is a great story about a deceased person called a zombie, who started to look for food in a strange place where he had
found himself under unclear circumstances. Passing the tunnels along, he comes across a game console with a huge monitor,

which will unfold all the game events.

About this game
It’s an arcade game with logical elements, in which life of a small zombie is in your hand, and it’s wandering the game world in

the hopes of coping with the hard trials that befell it.
The game consists of 30 levels with a small number of traps, where your main task is to pass them, counting on your sense of

distance and reflexes only. If you can handle it, you will find a rather unexpected ending.
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A retro style puzzle game. The objective is to collect brains.
Classics of the Genre "zombie eating brains". I love it as it gives me more to game that I already enjoy.
I think this game is really fun and simple.. https://youtu.be/QMfk315-Uwo

It is a tiny game maker game.
That Puzzle where you have to move the thing into walls and find the path?
That's the whole thing.
Nothing wrong with that.
There is also some cool zombie art. I like the washed out green colors.
Anyway, for less than a buck, I would say it is worth it.. Cool, interesting game with a plot drawn in the form of comics. The
graphics are colorful and muffled, pleasant.. An interesting puzzle game made in retro style. The first levels are simple, but the
further we go, the more traps appear on the maps. Remember the level codes - this will allow you to quickly go through the
game.. Was nice to play this little fun game!
But not worth more than 10cents ;). Worth the money for the time played. Remember the password dont be as stupid as me. A
puzzle in a simple performance with fun music, the game can be played pretty quickly, well, it's not expensive.
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Cute, simple. Not sure if it really is a "puzzle" game per se. It's got a bit of thinking, but it's more about timing? Meh. :) Still,
good game overall. Worth the 25 cents, lolz.. Good game :). Simply casual arcade low price puzzle - and that's all you need to
know!. eat brain and get stronger.. No replayability.. Nice game. I like the art style best. And I want more games with this
Zombie guy. :)
A little error thing - invisible block at mission 3, level 4. Cannons are too loud.. pretty good game
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